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LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PTNBOS EDGE

of Betty's Bay smells of molten chocolate.

Its rich, warm fragrance greets you as you

\enter; making you think of gingerbread

cottages and deep woods. Perhaps you wonder if

the front door is edible,
Gaspard Bossut, the Belgian chocolatier; stands

on the far end of his kitchen, surrounded by

temperature gauges and whirring machines melting

chocolate. He looks like the chocolate godfathen in

control of all he surveys,
At any one moment, Gaspard can tell you with

a fair degree of assurance exactly where things

stand in terms of Celsius and Fahrenhei! digital and

analogue, ambient, outside, in the twirling machines

and in the fridge.
He even has a covetable space-age laser gun that

reveals the temperature of whatever you point it at,

This obsession with heat is because working with

chocolate is such a delicate thing. As Gaspard likes to

say, "Chocolate is like a woman, She does not enjoy

being shockedi'
Gaspard has been making chocolates since

2001 and he's progressed to the point where he

gets through two tonnes of Belgian chocolate in

a yean recreating the massive slabs as delectable

creations, Some of his chocolates go overseas (he has

a buyer in NewYork), but mosL of the rest is sold in

the Oveberg,
It may all be a local-based business, but the

{lavours he infuses into his chocolates are truly

exotic.There are slabs with Hawaiian black lava salt,

others with Himalayan rock salt, orange peel, nuts,

goji berries, Pomegranate arils, ginger; blue cheese

and biltong. Biltong? "Yes, the only chocolate you

should perhaps eat with a toothpick," grins Gaspard

mischievously. lt brings together his and Violet's

marriage, he says, Belgian and good old South African'

It also builds on a strange new American trend of

adding bacon to chocolate. Weird, but true.

And those are just the slabs, which are mostly

70% cocoa. Then there are the little round praline

moulds, for which he creates the fillrngs, the truffles

and ganaches, out of top-quality cream, butten more

chocolate and other delights like fine South African

spirits. Everything made from scratch, he emphasises'

He doesn't even use the short cut of condensed milk

forthe fudge. He also has a recipe only he knows for

a devilishly good graPpa ganache, "lt's a secret I will

pass on before I die," he Promises'
Gaspard also does a popular range of rose-

flavoured chocolates - similar to the recipe that was

enjoyed by the Queen Mother at Buckingham Palace'

Violet loathes the flavoun
"l get her to taste it, and I know I've got it just right

when she pulls a certain kind of facei'he laughs.Violet

says she generally loves his chocolate, just not that

one. She shudders.
He also does chilli chocolate, of course. Everyone

does these days. When I mentioned that it seems

a recent trend, he said it is one of the oldest dishes

in the world, The Azlecs always had their chocolate

with chilli.
The heat of Gaspard's chilli chocolates range from

mild to HITS (handstand in the shower), according to

a sign on the kitchen wall.

Gaspard's business trades under the name GaBoLi

Chocolates, The first four letters come from his

name and surname. The 'Li' part is short for 'limited',

because, as Gaspard will telt you, he has no intention

of running a production line, so the production will

always be restricted to how much he can do on

his own.
The idea of making chocolate came in a quiet and

despondent moment in 200l, while he and Violet

were sitting waiting for guests who had booked but

had not arrived at the Whaling Station restaurant,

where Gaspard was the owner and chef,

They decided to use the time to plan the

upcoming Christmas menu, When it came to the

dessert, Violet said "Well, you're Belgian. Why not

make Belgian chocolates?" >>
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down a treat after Christmas lunch, and much to

their surprise, orders for more started to come in'

They displayed the chocolates in their restaurant and

they sold out. Gaspard gave his creations a hopeful

label  - 'Soon to be Famous' .

Then a real chocolate man walked in one day and

threw a metaphorical bucket of water at Gaspard's

chocolate dreams, His words to Gaspard, more or

less, were to the effect that the chocolates certainly

wouldn't be famous if he carried on l ike this,

The man, Edward Wohlmuth, was on holiday after

retiring from a lifetime career in the Belgian chocolate

business with one of the largest global players,

Callebaut. They sell a mill ion tonnes of chocolate

a vear Once Gaspard had swallowed his pride, he

realised that an unparalleled opportunity had just

parachuted into his life.

In the end, Edward and his wife, Sue, spent their

entire holiday wrth the Bossuts in Betly's Bay, revealing

what Gaspard calls the alchemy of chocolatemaking,

One of the flrst things Gaspard learnt was that it

is imperative to 'temper'chocolate. Before moulding

t,the chocolate has to be melted to 45'C,This

magical temperature does something to the crystals

in the cocoa butter: But that's not the end of the

story, The temperature has to be brought down,

then slightly up agarn, with steady stirring throughout'

Only once it has slowly cooled again is it ready

for moulding, Tempering glves chocolate its gloss

and a snap. lt's what stops good chocolate from

melting in your hands, lt won't even stick to dentures,

Gaspard boasts,

The other key to working with chocolate is that

temperature change must be gradual - hence all the

gauges in the kitchen, lf you shock the chocolate, you

are punished with an opaque white-rsh sheen (we

see it often in the Karoo summers). But the worst

thing you could ever do to chocolate is add water to

it.This causes the chocolate to 'seize' l ike an un-oiled

engine, lt becomes entirely sullen and stiff and canno'

be rescued,

Gaspard calls Edward his 'Chocolate Dad'and the

SLype one another twice a week.

I had to know does Gaspard still eat his own

product?
"Well, yes, but only a little. I need to see whether

tastes right, And dark chocolate is very good for the

health. I like to say,'Save the Earth' lt's the only plane

with chocolatel"' I
MaP reference (

see inside back cov'



l Dark chocolate is 7O7o cocoa mass' combined wtth

30% sugar.Milk chocolate has mill< added' obviously'

White chocolate is made with cocoa butter; milk'

bu t te r fa tandsugar :bu tno t thedarkcocoaso l ids '

n The normal consumer chocolate in the shops has

mostly had the cocoa but[er removed and replaced

with vegetable oils.

n In Belgium, chocolate is delrvered in molten form

by tanken

a 70% of all the cocoa beans grown in the world

are grown in West Africa' lvory Coast is the largest

growen followed by Nigeria, Ghana and Cameroon'

I Cocoa helps the body produce nitric oxtde'

crit ical for healthy blood flow and maintaining

blood pressure.

; The flavonols tn cocoa act as antioxidants'

l A n a n d a m i d e r n c o c o a a c t s i i k e a c a n n a b i n o t d t o

promote relaxation (although you would have to eat

about 55kg of chocolate all at once to get the full

mariluana-lil<e effect).

,, Cocoa is a natural analgesic and triggers the

production of natural opiates and feel-good

:lnzymes rn the brain.

n Once the
chocolate has
been melted
and Gmpered,
it is poured
into slabs.

n When it's
still molten,
Gaspard
sprinkles
on nuts, goii
berries or
biltong.

D After a daY
of making
chocolates . . .
with the
covetable
temPerature
ray gun in the
middle.

f, Working
with chocolate
requires a deft
hand.
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